
 
 

2013 Report  

Welcome to the Report of our work during 2013. It has 

been a busy time for the team preparing for the trip and 

giving presentations. Thanks to the faithful support of so 

many individuals, churches and other groups, Paul Berry 

and Gordon Lyon went to Romania in May. This gave a 

major boost to so many people who have so little. I hope 

you find our Report interesting and informative.  
 

Where did we go? 

Using our own truck and a borrowed trailer, we delivered 

much needed aid to Emanuel Hospice in Oradea. We then 

drove to Bucharest to unload, including aid destined for 

the Feeding Centres. Items were also unloaded and 

collected promptly for use in Braşov.  
 

What did we take? 

In Oradea we delivered medicines, hospital beds, pads, 

bedding, nurses’ uniforms and other medical items. 
 

 
Above: The team unloading at Emanuel Hospice, Oradea.  
 

 
Above: Medicines, bedding, nurses’ uniforms, and walking 

aids are transferred.   
 

We also deposited craft goods, tools and 15 desks and  

chairs for the craft class.   

 
Above and below: Wheelchairs, beds, toys and many other 

items are unloaded. 

 
 

    
   Above: Little Jasmine (7) clutches her gift of a doll.  



A kind lady in Greenock, Scotland knitted the two dolls 

for the children and we were delighted that they brought  

a smile to their faces.  
 

 
Above: Social worker, Estera with Vivien and her doll. 
 

We left Oradea and travelled to Bucharest refuelling on 

the way at a familiar stop in the small village of Ilia in the 

province of Transylvania.  
 

 
Above: Refuelling at Ilia en route to Bucharest.  
 

On arrival at Bucharest, we unloaded the rest of the goods 

mainly for the local charity, Bread of Life which runs an 

orphanage in Broşteni and also operates Feeding Centres 

in various parts of the country. They also have contacts to 

help the poor in Bucharest. At their depot in the city 

centre, we delivered tonnes of clothes, bedding, toiletries, 

toys, prams and 25 bicycles. We also had much needed 

equipment for the Feeding Centres close to the Bulgarian 

border which we planned to visit. This included kitchen 

utensils, tables, chairs, clothing and bedding.  
 

Finally, we delivered sports equipment for use by staff at 

OM Romania who work with disadvantaged children in 

the city of Braşov, about three hours’ drive north by 

truck.   

 
Above: The sports equipment for Braşov was quickly uplifted 

with grateful thanks! 
 

 
Above and below: Unloading and separating the items.  

 
 

Many of the items which had been unloaded were 

distributed to poor communities in the few weeks 

following our visit while we took a significant amount 

further south to the Feeding Centres. The Bread of Life 

team works very hard and is in close contact with those in 

need, both locally and further afield.  

 

The Feeding Centres also provide a point of contact for 

identifying other needs, such as clothing which we are 

pleased to supply.  



 
Above: Heading for Bread of Life’s store.   
 

 
Above: 25 bicycles - fully serviced and ready for use! 
 

Field of Love 

Our first visit to Campul Dragostei - The Field of Love 

was in 2012 when we were impressed with the people we 

met despite their hardship.  
 

 
Above: Paul Berry surveys a needy community.  
 

As we reported last year, the community relies on just 

three wells for over fifty people including children. The 

electrical supply is very limited as are other basic 

facilities.  

 
Above: People do what they can to grow vegetables.  
 

The garden areas are cared for where possible and 

vegetables are grown to provide some food for the family.  
 

 
Above: The children are curious and friendly.  
 

We were delighted to meet the children again this year. 

They are always curious when we arrive, but they quickly 

engage in conversation. They also like the digital camera 

and enjoy having their photographs taken giving instant 

results.  
 

 
Above: We renewed friendships with the children.    

 



 
Above: A family is delighted to receive new kitchen utensils. 
  

 
Above and below: Children play on improvised swings.  

 
 

Staff from Bread of Life are in regular contact with this 

community and we were delighted to be able to respond 

to the needs here. Having been here previously, we knew 

which items would be of practical value.  

 

 
Above: One of three wells which provides water.  
 

Feeding Centres 

We said “Goodbye” to our friends at the Field of Love 

and headed south of Bucharest where we had many 

practical things for grateful villagers in Mânăstirea, 

Chiselet and Hârșova. It was lovely to renew friendships 

here also and having been in the area the previous year, 

we were aware of some of the needs.  
 

 
Above: Rural roads can be ‘challenging’ in summer.  
  

 
Above: Children enjoy a hot lunch.   
 

We brought kitchen equipment for the Feeding Centre as 

well as clothing and bedding for the people.  
 

We also brought tables and chairs for the Feeding Centre  
 



which were especially useful. It can be difficult to 

organise things for lunches and the new tables and chairs 

can be stacked when not in use.  

 

This ensures adequate seating and table space when 

required during mealtimes, but will also provide staff 

with greater flexibility of use when the floor area is clear. 
 

 
Above: A return visit. The Pentecostal Church, Mânăstirea 

and a Feeding Centre. 
 

 
Above and below: Children enjoy a hot meal.   

 
 
 

 
 

 
Above: Gordon meets some of the children. 
 

 
Above: New tables and chairs for the Feeding Centre.  
 

 
Above: Willing helpers behind the scenes provide lunch. 
 

Clothing  

When people have poor clothing, severe winter conditions 

can result in illness, discomfort and suffering for many 

families. This can have another impact because medical 

care and medicines can be costly and cannot always be 

included in the budget for poor families. For this reason, 

we always appreciate the donations of good quality 

clothing and blankets which we are regularly given. Such 

items provide the level of comfort and warmth which so  



many of us in the affluent West so often take for granted. 
 

 

Above: Clothing being delivered precisely where needed in 

Mânăstirea.   
 

 
Above: Some of the children who will receive new clothing.   
 

 
Above: A group of happy children.  
 

Carpet Tiles  

Cold winters mean cold buildings and heating costs are 

often unaffordable for so many. The situation is made 

worse with bare concrete floors when children may have 

bare feet. We were able to deliver a consignment of carpet 

tiles to the church which we already had in stock.  
 

 
Above: Carpet tiles for the cold concrete floor.  
 

 
Above: The carpet tiles being set out in place.  
 

One aspect of our work which we are always careful to 

ensure is that goods are delivered to the point of need. We 

believe that it is imperative for our donors to see the final 

delivery of aid.  



 
Above: Valuable chairs being unloaded in Hârșova. 
 

 
Above and below: Clothing being distributed to families in 

Chiselet.   

 
 

Heading Home  

Soon it was time to set out on our return journey, but we 

always do so equipped with a wider knowledge of the 

needs of the different communities we support. This 

allows us to be specific when collecting things for our 

next trip.  

Over the years, we have witnessed major developments in 

many aspects of the country. The infrastructure has seen 

major improvements and journeys which would have 

previously taken many, many hours can now be achieved 

much quicker due to the expanding motorway network - 

the Autostrada.  
 

This is mutually beneficial to us and also to our hosts as 

we are able to plan with greater accuracy the journey 

times between many sectors of our trip.  
 

  
  Above: A new section of Romania’s motorway network.  
 

  
  Above: A break for lunch at Sibiu.  
 

     
     Above: Queuing for several hours to exit the country.  



While the country has benefitted in many ways since 

joining the EU in January 2007, there are still very long 

and unpredictable border delays for trucks. This can arise 

when entering the country, leaving the country or both.  

 

Thank You  
I hope you have found our 2013 Report both challenging 

and helpful in learning a little of how we operate. For 

those of you who have supported our work in any way 

throughout 2013, I should like to extend a very sincere 

“Thank you” yet again on behalf of my fellow-trustees 

and the sick, poor, needy and elderly of Romania.  
 

While the work of acquiring and delivering humanitarian 

aid does not often attract media attention nowadays, the 

needs remain very real and often long-term for the people 

concerned.  
 

All support given is gratefully received and is essential. 

We never take anything or anyone for granted.  
 

As in previous years after the trip, we spent the rest of the 

year giving Power Point presentations which show 

images of the distribution of goods and some of the 

recipients similar to what you have seen here. We are also 

on hand to answer any questions you may have 

concerning our work.  
 

If you would like to arrange a presentation for your 

church or organisation during 2014, or if you would just 

like to know more about our work, please e-mail me at 

gordon@saee.org.uk  
 

I hope you feel a full partner with us in this demanding,  

challenging but rewarding work - thank you again!  
 

Dr Gordon Lyon, Chairman of Trustees. 
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